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1. Role of food-processing industry in Indian Agriculture?
2. Is MSP still relevant in ensuring Farmer Welfare?
3. How can India balance between WTO rules on subsidies and the need to support Indian farmers through direct and indirect monetary support?
4. What steps have been taken to enhance institutional credit in agriculture?
5. Advantages and disadvantages of direct benefit transfer in agriculture
6. How can Farmer Producer Organizations benefit farming in India?
7. Role of NABARD in development of agriculture in India?
8. Alternative technologies for a climate change resilient India
9. Banking crisis in India- failure of governance and regulation
10. What is the Role of Technology in Agriculture?
11. The root cause of agrarian distress in India- failure of policies or failure of governance?
12. What are the ways to overcome “disguised unemployment” in Indian agriculture?
13. The Indian fertiliser industry has overlooked the aspects related to environmental pollution. How can the damage be undone for the sake of sustainable agriculture?
14. Steps required to make agriculture in India more sustainable and profitable at the same time?
15. Impact of Climate change on world food production
16. PM-KISAN - a short term populist move or a long term structural change in the way government redistributes income?
17. Green revolution to evergreen revolution- what steps can ensure successful implementation of evergreen revolution?
18. How can organic farming be the new norm in Indian agriculture?
19. How can India stop migration of people from rural to urban areas?
20. How can India become a crop exporting country by 2022?
21. Features of PM-KISAN
22. How can PM-KISAN benefit farmers in the long run?
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## SECTIONS IT WILL INCLUDE (RBI + SEBI + NABARD)

### Phase 1
- Securities Market Complete Syllabus
- Agriculture for Nabard
- Test of Reasoning
- English Language
- General Awareness
- Static GK
- Committees Since Independence
- Quantitative Aptitude
- Union Budget
- Economic Survey
- Coverage of Yojana magazine
- Coverage of Kurukshetra Magazine
- Latest State of Forest Report
- Government Schemes
- 10 Comprehensive Mocks for Phase 1

### Phase 2
- Securities Market Complete Syllabus
- Agriculture for Nabard
- English Descriptive
- Economic & Social Issues
- Finance & Management
- Current Affairs- Finance and ESI
- 10 Comprehensive mocks for F&M , ESI Phase 2
- 5 Comprehensive Mocks for Securities Market phase 2
- 10 Comprehensive Mocks For English Descriptive
- 5 Mocks For ARD
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